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The name&apos;s Valentine, Brody Valentine, and I&apos;m back with my fourth case. The sixth
graders at my school are on a trip to the mall to watch our award winning show choir perform in the
food court. Sounds like a pretty sweet gig, right? Not when there&apos;s danger lurking in the
background. Someone&apos;s decided to use this trip to string along the last members of Glitch by
forcing us on a wild selfie chase, but as it turns out, that was just the tip of the iceberg. Now, one of
the best days of the school year is in danger of becoming one of the worst. If I want to keep Glitch
alive, I&apos;ve gotta try and solve this case before the show choir takes the stage, but in a case
with more twists than a pretzel, things might knot work out for anyone... and they might feel a little
salty... and these puns are kind of cinnamon crunchy... wait, that last one didn&apos;t work.Secret
Agent 6th Grader 4: Selfies Are Forever is a hilarious adventure for children ages 9-12.
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So I'm probably biased, but I loved this book. Brody is great as always, and Christmas does not
disappoint.In addition to the usual spy stuff, we also get:- Character development on the part of
some minor characters from last book (K-Pop, Janky, Linus)- A hilarious Linus scene (sorry, I won't

spoil it!)- Chase. Yeah, Chase Cooper the sixth-grade ninja himself. I love these scenes when he
and Brody interact.- A whole new setting -- as the summary says, Buchanan school is at the
mall.Con's:- I suppose someone else might get bored or frustrated with how much running around
Brody and Maddie do before they solve the case. Of course that's pretty much the formula for the
series, so if you read books 1-3 you'll know how much you can tolerate.- Both series have an
anti-bullying message, and it's kind of... well, not subtle. I don't mind because it's not as stereotyped
or heavy as these morals usually are, but in case anyone was wondering...All in all, I'd recommend
both this book and the series in general.

My son really likes these Secret Agent 6th Grader books. He is 9 years old but a fairly advanced
reader. I would say that these are a good step up (reading level wise) from the Magic Treehouse
and A to Z Mysteries books, and not as advanced as Diary of a Wimpy Kid. So I'd say they are good
for ages 8-11.A similar series that is also good is Diary of a 6th Grade Ninja.

Okay this book is awesome but where is the next book!!!!! I need next book please get it out in a
month or two. You are one of my favorite authors the only person who is better is tied. Anyway
when is the next book!!!!!!!

Marcus Emerson (and don't forget Noah Child) has done it again with another great book. In this
book Brody and Maddie get dragged around the mall on a wild Selfie Chase. However, they seem to
overuse the foreshadowing making it easy to.predict the ending. Otherwise great book and I can't
wait for the next one. :)

This book was definitely the best book in the series. This was a action packed kind of funny great
book. I very much recommend this book and the whole series in general. I really hope the author
comes out with another great book in the series. In the mean time I recommend you read the series
6th grade ninja. I hope you read this great book!

ya ya great book an all, >:( WHY THE SUSPENSE MARCUS?! youve made us wait for a
loooooooooong time!!(Zzzzzzzzz) im waitinngggg! an waiting.and waiting. IF you had published the
next book in diary of 6th grade ninja,secret agent, and middle school ninja, i would DEF give this
book 5stars. my han is getting tired(dang this wide kindle!)so bye-no im not sarah. shes my
mom.p.s-I like DANTDM!!!!!!p.p.s- and turtles =)

Agent Valentine,Christopher Moss has gone to far this time. Sucker punch needs to be stopped
follow by our orders-The Powers That Be... cliff hanger

Its a great book but emerson should make a next one the end of the book indicates theat they have
another casebut overall its an awesome book
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